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Why the Find Your Active – Workplace Edition?
• 436,400 of Essex, Southend and Thurrock Adults are inactive.
• The Launch of the ‘Find Your Active’ campaign in August 2021 has encouraged
more Essex residents to find ways to get moving that suits them.
• Importance of Employee wellbeing has been highlighted now more than ever due
to: The changes to ways of working and Covid effects e.g. long covid and lockdown
impacts

What the research tells us:
Keeping active has been shown to boost
mental health, enhance immunity and aid
concentration meaning a healthier,
happier and more productive workforce
with improved morale and better
performance.

The Building Blocks to Creating the FYAWorkplace Edition
Capability

Opportunity

Motivation

Ensure there is education/training
and have practical steps a
What
workplace can take

Use of activity sessions,
volunteering days, breaks,
commutes.

No cost to workplaces, Prizes
each month for
teams/individuals taking part

Understanding the current challenges and
successes

Increasing access to
existing support

Having conversations with employers and employees to what
is working or what is missing

Raising awareness of what is available
for workplaces now

Creating a Partnership
Working with Essex Wellbeing Service and Mid Essex CCG

What you can take part in this
January

February
‘Creating an Active
Workplace’
A ‘how to’ guide with
implementing change
and policies.
Walk leader training
and Zoom activity
sessions

March
‘Active Together’
A gamification step
challenge to take part
in as in
teams/workplaces

May
‘Walking Month’
A step and cycling
challenge in the lead
up to Ride London.

April
‘Mindful Movement’
Opportunities to try
holistic movement
activities, focusing on
mental health

June
’30/30 challenge’
The return of 30/30
challenge and
Opportunities across
Essex to volunteer.

July
‘Explore Outdoors’
Country Park
activation, Go Tri
Challenge with team
activities in the run-up
to Commonwealth
Games.

How to engage and take part!
• Make sure to take part by signing up to
receive the Newsletters.
• Help to champion the information and
activities when talking to colleagues, friends
and family.
• Think about how your behaviour might
encourage others to behave in the same
way…e.g. walking meetings, wellbeing/screen
breaks.
• Tell us if you enjoy any existing workplace
activities that work well or is there something
you think is missing?
• We want to ensure we have continuous
improvement of the offer, so make sure to
feedback your thoughts and experiences
throughout.

"There is no situation, there is no age and no condition where
exercise is not a good thing. So anything that can be done to
encourage – and to allow – people to take exercise is clearly a
good thing.” Prof Chris Whitty, England CMO. 2020

